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Written over the course of four decades, Francois-ReneÅL de Chateaubriand’s
epic autobiography has drawn the admiration of Baudelaire, Flaubert, Proust, Roland Barthes,
Paul Auster, and W. G. Sebald. In this unabridged section of the Memoirs, spanning the years
1768 to 1800, Chateaubriand looks back on the already bygone world of his youth. He recounts
the history of his aristocratic family and the first rumblings of the French Revolution. He recalls
playing games on the beaches of Saint-Malo, wandering in the woods near his father’s castle in
Combourg, hunting with King Louis XVI at Versailles, witnessing the first heads carried on pikes
through the streets of Paris, meeting with George Washington in Philadelphia, and falling
hopelessly in love with a young woman named Charlotte in the small Suffolk town of Bungay.
The volume ends with Chateaubriand’s return to France after eight years of exile in England.In
this new edition (the first unabridged translation of any portion of the Memoirs to be published in
more than a century), Chateaubriand emerges as a writer of great wit and clarity, a self-
deprecating egoist whose meditations on the meaning of history, memory, and morality are
leavened with a mixture of high whimsy and memorable gloom.

"What distinguishes [Memoirs from Beyond the Grave]...is less its historical overview of the
turbulence that preceded Napoleon’s rise to power than Chateaubriand’s examination of his own
character and feelings amid multiple setbacks. Indeed, it is the lyricism and intimacy of his
language, convincingly translated here by Alex Andriesse, that made Chateaubriand a precursor
of French Romanticism." —Alan Riding, The New York Times Book Review"This memoir, ably
translated by Andriesse with an introduction from historian Anka Muhlstein, reveals to English-
speaking readers the famously aphoristic and flamboyant style that other French writers,
including Baudelaire and Proust, admired and sought to emulate." —Publishers Weekly"Alex
Andriesse has done a wonderful job suggesting the range of tone and feeling Chateaubriand
offers, he shifts from the ecstatic to the dry, from the descriptive to the cryptic...The echoes of
Chateaubriand in so much existentialist literature of the 20th century suggest that for all his
difficulty finding congenial company among his contemporaries, in a longer perspective he
becomes a figure we can all be intimate with." —Tim Parks, London Review of Books“To read
Chateaubriand is to witness the subjective and yet comprehensive unfolding of a society’s
change: of customs, prospects, ethics, conventions. He stands (as in the famous portrait by
Girodet) on the farther shore.” —Alberto Manguel"The Memoirs from Beyond the
Grave [...] encapsulate and bring to perfect mastery all the linguistic registers that their author
had by turns attempted: epic, tragic, elegiac, lyric, oratorical, narrative, descriptive – like an
evening rainbow over a Venetian lagoon." —Marc Fumaroli“Chateaubriand’s Memoirs, with all
their myth makingmythmaking, posing, and dark glamour, are his Arc de Triomphe, and may yet



prove more lasting than their equivalent in stone.” —Adam Kirsch “A Romantic classic.” —BBC
News, ParisAbout the AuthorFrançois-René de Chateaubriand (1768–1848), a writer, historian,
and diplomat, is considered one of the France’s first Romantic authors.Alex Andriesse is a writer
and translator. He lives in Dublin, Ireland, and western Massachusetts.Anka Muhlstein was
awarded the Prix Goncourt in 1996 for her biography of Astolphe de Custine, and has twice
received the History Prize of the French Academy. --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.
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Somersemt, “Enter the Mind of a 18th Century Frenchman.. I truly did not know what to expect
from this book. But anyone who knows me will tell you that when today's events get too much to
bear, I escape to the 18th Century. My home has shelves of books about that era -- but not one
is like this one.M. de Chateaubriand wrote beautifully of his days and travels, and the English
translation is extraordinary. His explanations of the human condition in his France pierce the
heart. Speaking of death: "It is better to clear out of life while you are young than to be evicted by
time." So right when he is thinking of the era of the Revolution executions. Describing a "man of
letters": "He made a concerted effort not to be stupid, but he could never quite prevent
himself."At once touching and horrifying upon describing his meeting with the Queen: "When
Marie-Antoinette smiled, the shape of her mouth was so clear that the memory of this smile
allowed me to recognize the jaw of this daughter of kings when the unfortunate woman's head
was discovered in the exhumations of 1815."Admittedly this book is not for everyone. But it
gives a terrific feeling for what life was like in France (and other countries) in the late years of the
1800s. There is ample use of the French language in certain passages which is why I did not
give it the 5 stars. (My French, once OK, is now pretty rusty.) However, it is a truly engrossing
read, especially if you share my historical passion for this time period. Get it and read it slowly. It
will definitely get you out of the here-and-now.”

Aran Joseph Canes, “An Enigmatic Character. This translation of Memoirs from Beyond the
Grave, without a doubt, brings an interesting historical character to the attention of English
monoglots. Chateaubriand claims to have met George Washington, explored the Canadian and
American wildernesses, encountered various Native American tribes, fought on behalf of the
French Royalist cause, been exiled and then returned to France to take up the career of a man of
letters all by his early thirties. And this is from a man whose greatest sense of life is that it is
boring, that he is full of ennui.It seems there are two interpretations of such a narrative. The cynic
would say that a man of prodigious imagination simply invented stories to make a much more
pedestrian life brim with excitement. It’s equally possible, however, that Chateaubriand sought
out these extreme experiences in an effort to quench his feeling of ennui. After all, don’t we hear
about people today trying to stimulate an adrenaline rush by scaling some mountain or skydiving
from the upper atmosphere?Historians are better suited to sorting out the truths and
exaggerations in Chateaubriand’s narrative. The introduction suggests that this is still a subject
of some dispute.What isn’t questioned is that the translator has done a genuine service to
monoglots like myself in allowing us to encounter a man who straddled continents, peoples and
historic eras. While I can’t say that Chateaubriand’s masterful grasp of the French language
comes through in translation, it is at least a relatively easy, and pleasant, read.The strongest
endorsement I can make is that this is only the first of a four volume memoir. Coming in at 520
pages, it is hardly a quick read. But if the New York Review of Books chooses to translate



volumes two through four I will be sure to read them. Liar, hero or somewhere in between
Chateaubriand has the power to fascinate with his stories all the while illuminating what life was
like in the Revolutionary era. Strongly recommended to all interested in modern history.”

w. c. manson, “Engagingly personal memoir of a fallen aristocrat, later diplomat. This volume,
newly translated, reveals an introspective loner, looking back on his pre-Revolutionary, feudal life
in a remote castle in Brittany. To me, his self-ironic personality is more appealing and
sympathetic than, say, Rousseau in his "Confessions." The epitome of a new Romantic
sensibility, Chateaubriand provides insights into character of all rhose he encountered during
those tumultuous years of social upheaval and complete political transformation. As a memoir of
the period, it is a uniquely personal document--of a singular figure who, despite his inwardness,
later became both a successful novelist and diplomat.”

Sullivan, “Stunningly good. I am 1/4 of the way in but .... Stunningly good. I am 1/4 of the way in
but enveloped in his early days and St. Malo, France. The internet can take onto the very streets
you have become enchanted with during the reading. His further adventures in the new world of
America.  All amazing.”

mirvox, “More than Just Memories. While I doubt the Comte would personally choose this as his
most enduring written legacy, it rightfully deserves to survive into our century and beyond - it's a
great book. Written in a elegant style that puts the character, wit, and intelligence of
Chateaubriand on full display, these memoirs give us a fascinating personal take on the most
important events and personalities of the age.”

Pacem in Terris, “One of the great biographies. One of the greatest biographies written in the
modern era. It stands with the classics across the ages. In a graduate school seminar my
professor said, “you read this book at night with a fine Port”. Yeah, professor V C Walsh. That
works. I have wanted this book for decades. Now I have it. Wonderful.”

Joseph Bolton, “Wonderful autobiography. I really enjoyed this autobiography and got to
appreciate the insight and humor of the very intelligent author. Highly recommend.”

P. Burns, “Well Written Historical Voice. Well written, thoroughly enjoyable first person voice of a
volatile historic time. I hope NYRB intends to release the rest of the volumes of unabridged
translations.”

Peter Carver, “Wonderful historical and literary memoir. These memoirs contain are beautifully
written (and translated by Alex Andriesse) and contain much valuable material. This includes
Chateaubriand’s reflections on the stunning historical moments he observed and lived through,
including going on a hunt with Louis XVI, seeing Mirabeau speak in the newly constituted



National Assembly, watching Louis and the royal family being brought by the crowds from
Versailles to the Tuileries, and the later parading of heads on pikes as the Revolution turned
violent in 1790. Disgusted with what he saw occurring, and fearing for his safety as an aristocrat
and royalist, he sailed for America in 1790, where he met George Washington by turning up at
his house in Philadelphia. After hearing of the French King’s flight to Varennes and arrest, he cut
short his travels in America to return and fight with “the Princes” and their foreign allies, who
invaded France in late 1791, and were quickly defeated. Chateaubriand managed to escape to
the Channel Islands, and then on to England, where he lived among the exile community until
1800, when he returned to France at an early stage in Napoleon's rule. There the Memoirs end,
except for the fact that they were written mostly in 1822, when Chateaubriand returned to
England as the French Ambassador under Louis XVIII. Therefore, interspersed with recollections
of his life as a young, poor and obscure man, are acute thoughts about life as a now-celebrated
author and diplomat. Other treasures include: vivid descriptions of the natural world in Bretagne
and North America (including Niagara Falls); many references to classical and later writers, used
for epigrams, metaphors, comparisons, commentary, and simply for the pleasure of citing great
poetry and prose; thoughts on mortality, ambition, fame, obscurity, pride and prejudice;
commentaries on earlier writers, including a discourse on Shakespeare and the nature of artistic
genius, and a waspish attack on Lord Byron for stealing Chateaubriand’s ideas, including Childe
Harold (i.e., his own “Rene”.) Chateaubriand also writes strikingly of several women in his life,
most notably Charlotte Ives, the 16 year-old daughter of the English family he lived with in
England when he was 23 or so. They fell in love with each other, and he clearly found her
attractive. However, he refused the family’s offer to marry Charlotte because he was married to a
woman in France (of whom he writes respectfully, but never names), and never made love with
her. After 27 years, she turned up in London when he was Ambassador, to ask him to help get
her 20 year-old son a position in India.The Memoirs have the ring of private candour. They were
not meant to be published until well after the author's death. Chateaubriand emerges, not
without flaws, as a significant thinker and writer about a period of revolutionary change. Highly
recommended.”

James, “Five Stars. If I could give this ten stars, I would.”

The book by François-René de Chateaubriand has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 59 people have
provided feedback.
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